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Browsers weren’t built to be password managers. IT folks may know this, but most business users likely don’t.
And, it’s those business users who are typically using browser-based websites and web applications.

Browser-stored passwords may make it faster and easier to log in to resources, but they are notoriously easy to steal.

Browsers typically don’t use strong encryption for passwords
Inspector tools make it easy to reveal browser-stored passwords and require zero programming knowledge
Password recovery tools can easily find these passwords
Users rarely monitor or change passwords once they store them in their browser

If the same password is used for many applications, the danger can spread. If users have local admin rights on their
computer, a stolen password can provide the keys to your entire network.

Thycotic’s Browser-stored Password Discovery Tool identified browser-stored passwords among your Active Directory users.
In this report you can see which users are storing passwords in their browsers and on which websites and applications.

With this data in hand, you can prioritize steps to reduce your risk.



 Browsers with Stored Passwords (Firefox and Chrome)Browsers with Stored Passwords (Firefox and Chrome)

Firefox hides a user’s browser-stored passwords utilizing low-level encryption. A
brute force attack can break it.
When a user is logged into their Google account, Chrome will automatically save
any passwords that user inputs. If a hacker is able to gain access to that Google
account, they could access all of them. Even if the user isn’t logged into their
account, there are many tools to extract Chrome-stored passwords.
The fact is, it’s not secure to store passwords in ANY browser.

• Chrome  • Firefox

 Ages of Browser-stored PasswordsAges of Browser-stored Passwords

Users rarely monitor or change passwords once they store them in their browser.
The older the password, the more likely it has already been compromised.

• One year or younger
• One to two years
• Two to three years

 Browser-stored Password UsageBrowser-stored Password Usage

Some passwords have been used in your environment more than others. If
passwords are used infrequently, you may have opportunities to eliminate licenses
and save costs.

• Less than 10 usages
• 10 - 100 usages
• More than 100 usages



 Sites and Applications with Stored PasswordsSites and Applications with Stored Passwords

Determine which websites or web apps represent a critical threat to your business. Pay special attention to those
systems which provide access to sensitive data such as customers’ or employees’ personal information, or your
organization’s financial information or intellectual property.
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 Sites and Applications with Frequently  Used Stored PasswordsSites and Applications with Frequently  Used Stored Passwords

Systems with frequently used passwords are likely to be most important in day-to-day operations. As you work to
eliminate browser-stored passwords and replace them with more secure methods, make sure you prioritize passwords
people use regularly to maintain productivity.
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 Users with Browser-stored PasswordsUsers with Browser-stored Passwords

These users may not be aware of the security risks and alternatives to browser-stored passwords and need additional
training and oversight.
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 Machines with Browser-stored PasswordsMachines with Browser-stored Passwords

Workstations and other devices with browser-stored passwords are most vulnerable to password theft.
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See how Privileged Access Management (PAM) eliminates the need for browser-storedSee how Privileged Access Management (PAM) eliminates the need for browser-stored
passwords passwords while keeping users productivewhile keeping users productive

PAM lets IT and business users log in quickly and easily to websites and web applications, without saving their credentials in a
browser.

With comprehensive PAM, websites and SaaS systems automatically fetch credentials from a central vault with no need for a
user to remember a password. Passwords are automatically generated and rotated without any intervention from the user.

Integrated role-based access controls govern functionality for different levels of users. You can specify who gets access to
what at a fine-grained level – which button can be clicked, which text can be read, which form can be completed, and more.

As a result, users can continue to use the websites and applications they need, while security and IT teams have visibility and
control to enforce consistent security policies.

Learn more about Thycotic’s Privileged Access Management solutions.

https://thycotic.com/products/secret-server/

